
Terms and Conditions 
 

 
1. These Terms and Conditions represent an offer (the “Offer”) whereby customers are welcomed to 

pre-order (“Pre-Order’’) certain Samsung washing machines and win a free of charge Samsung S8 

(Black) smart phone (the “Device”) for a value of Two Thousand Seven Hundred and Ninety Nine 

Emirati Dirhams (AED 2,799). 

 

2. The Offer is valid from the 1st of August 2017 until the 31st of August 2017 (the “Validity Period”). 

 

3. The Pre-Order is available only at specific Samsung brand shops and Authorized Retail Stores 

advised by Samsung (“Store(s)”) in the United Arab Emirates (“UAE”). 

 

4. This Pre-Order is only valid on certain products limited to “FlexWash”- Model [WR20M9960KV/GU      

] washing machine (the “Product(s)”) which shall be delivered to the customer during the month 

of September (“Product Delivery Period”).  

 

5. The customer shall be given a receipt (“Receipt”) as a proof of purchase to be presented in order 

to receive the Product together with the Device free of charge to be delivered together at the 

customer’ address in the UAE during the Product Delivery Period.  

 

6. Samsung and its partners shall not be liable for any costs or damages that may incur as a result of 

the loss of the Receipt. 

 

7. To be eligible for the Device the customer must present the Receipt whenever requested as proof 

of the purchase of the Product.  

 

8. In the event the customer returns the product for any reason, he/she shall also be obliged to 

immediately return the Device to the Store. 

 

9. Samsung shall be entitled at its sole discretion and subject to any applicable law, to terminate or 

modify the Offer or to modify these Terms and Conditions at any time prior to the Validity Period. 

 

10. Samsung shall not be liable to the pre-ordering customer for any loss and/or damages of any kind 

suffered in connection with these Terms and Conditions and/or the Pre-Order. 

 

11. By participating in this Offer, the customer accepts that any dispute of whatever nature which is 

directly or indirectly related to these Terms and Conditions shall be subject to, governed and 

construed by the laws and regulations of the UAE and such disputes shall be resolved by the 

competent courts in the UAE as applied in Dubai. 


